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Design Driven Testing: Test Smarter, Not HarderApress, 2010

	The groundbreaking book Design Driven Testing brings sanity back to the software development process by flipping around the concept of Test Driven Development (TDD)—restoring the concept of using testing to verify a design instead of pretending that unit tests are a replacement for design. Anyone who feels that TDD is...
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Sams Teach Yourself Extreme Programming in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Extreme Programming (XP) is a new lightweight software          developing methodology. XP is the most popular of the "agile" development          methodologies. Agile development is an integral part of technology movements          in the software development world. XP has quickly gained in popularity          over the...
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SoapUI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Boost your SoapUI capabilities to test RESTful and SOAP APIs with over 65 hands-on recipes


	About This Book

	
		Quickly gain simple-to-use building blocks to power up your SoapUI toolkit
	
		Use Groovy scripting and open source technologies to add the SoapUI functionality you need to successfully...
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Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...
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Agile AndroidApress, 2015

	This concise book walks you through how to get unit testing and test driven development done on Android, specifically using JUnit 4. You'll learn how to do agile development quickly and correctly, with a significant increase in development efficiency and a reduction in the number of defects.

	

	Agile practices have made...
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Agile Java Development with Spring, Hibernate and Eclipse (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Agile Java™ Development With Spring, Hibernate and Eclipse is a book about robust technologies and effective methods which help bring simplicity back into the world of enterprise Java development. The three key technologies covered in this book, the Spring Framework,...
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Enterprise Application Development with Ext JS and SpringPackt Publishing, 2013

	Designed for intermediate developers, this superb tutorial will lead you step by step through the process of developing enterprise web applications combining two leading-edge frameworks. Take a big leap forward in easy stages.


	Overview

	
		Embark on the exciting journey through the entire enterprise web...
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Java Tools for Extreme Programming: Mastering Open Source Tools Including Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Learn how to transform XP theory into concrete Java® development techniques!      

Software developers live by the mantra "evolve or die." Adhering to that philosophy, Richard Hightower and Nicholas Lesiecki present you with an innovative book about Extreme Programming (XP)–– a development methodology that...
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Java Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2008
 All true craftsmen need the best tools to do their finest work, and programmers are no different. Java Power Tools delivers 30 open source tools designed to improve the development practices of Java developers in any size team or organization. Each chapter includes a series of short articles...
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Extreme Programming with Ant: Building and Deploying Java Applications with JSP, EJB, XSLT, XDoclet, and JUnit (Developers Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
You've heard about Extreme Programming. You might have read articles or books describing the XP process, but what next? How do you implement XP principles into an actual Java project? This unique book explains everything you need for XP development, starting with Ant, the popular Java build tool. The authors describe every stage of a real-world...
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Applied Software Engineering Using Apache Jakarta Commons (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
Applied Software Engineering with Apache Jakarta Commons is a software engineering based guide to the Apache Jakarta Commons components (e.g., Betwixt, Digester, Discovery, Collections), other Apache projects such as Ant, the Axis Web Service toolkit, and the popular JUnit framework. The book emphasis focuses on solutions to complex...
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JUnit in Action, Second EditionManning Publications, 2010

	
		When JUnit was first introduced a decade ago by Kent Beck and Erich Gamma, the Agile movement was in its infancy, "Test Driven Development" was unknown, and unit testing was just starting to move into the typical developer's vocabulary. Today, most developers acknowledge the benefits of unit testing and rely on the...
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